
01 Easy Now: A meditative and dreamy groove. It's a heat wave, and when the moon is full things can easily get 
out of hand in a small town on a Saturday night. Just take it easy. The Sey Sisters feature on this track with their 
beautiful three-part harmonies, taking it to a higher plane.

02 Kinski: The back streets of Lahore in the late 60s. A sex-crazed German monolith, searching for escape, finds 
it in a seven-foot whore who looms as the ultimate sexual challenge [the highest mountain]. An ideal woman he'll 
never see again, although he tries in vain to find the taxi driver who took him to her. He's destroyed by visions of 
the ultimate giantess.

03 Erb Come from Dirt: A reflection and lamentation on how political and corporate machinations override the 
natural flow of human existence. The story of the crack cocaine phenomenon versus herbal vibes, violence 
versus peace and love.

04-05 The Stalker: A ska riddim with undulating vocal phrasing, this track deals with a scorned lover who 
loses all sense of reason. The use of strained dissonance amplifies the protagonist's torment. Part Two sees that 
banging Skatalite sound sucked into a futuristic dub postlude.

06 Forward On: Just a nice likkle groovin' joint. Barcelona-based singer and instrumentalist Benjammin's 
melodious musings on the touring life. Don't think Augustus Pablo don't want a piece of this one.

07 Likkle Stevie: A ballad for a fallen star, Stevie Wright, lead singer for The Easybeats, international chart-toppers in 60s Australia. He had everything at 18 years of age – 
success, money, women – only to lose it all to drugs and, ultimately, obscurity.

08 The Plague pt 1: Charles Mingus meets Lee Perry and Family Man. This is the future, Babylon apocalypse.
"...the plague never dies or vanishes entirely... and perhaps the day will come when, for the instruction or misfortune of mankind, the plague will rouse its 
rats and send them to die in some well-contented city." (Albert Camus, The Plague, 1947)

09 The Plague pt 2: The Redemption of Man, along the lines of Cormac McCarthy's The Road, in a reggae-dominated, Pink Floyd-tinged sound world. Inspired by Fritz Stern's 
Five Germanys I Have Known. Remember.

10 Banana Rock: Musings on the island life, this time set in the Gulf of Old Siam. Like a Sgt. Pepper's LP getting warped in the hot sunshine.

11 Blue in Green: Miles and Bill Evans' classic ballad, re-imagined through the hazy atmosphere of a studio in 70s Kingston. A Hammond B2, a Fender Rhodes, a giant spliff. 
How altered can you get? (Miles got the banana-yellow Ferrari.)

12 The Feelin: A perfect storm of a beautiful location and an ethereal vibration for two people coming to a sweet realisation. Can you feel it? Where the fuck is Phil Collins? 
Dead I hope. See you bitches.
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